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While numerous books in the market describe implementation details of cloud computing, this book emphasizes the need for a cloud adoption strategy offering guidance on cloud investment decision making as well as how to evolve your strategy so that it remains relevant during changing business conditions.

We have had the pleasure of working with companies that are business-centric when it comes to cloud decision making as well as those that are more technology-centric. The business-centric consumer tends to focus on ensuring that cloud investments will strengthen the company’s presence in the marketplace; these companies are concerned with establishing the right business portfolio that encompasses cloud and understanding the buying behaviors of targeted consumers. The technology-centric consumer on the other hand tends to lean on cloud services to build up IT capability and improve business performance. In both cases increasing profitability and agility are at the forefront of business objectives.

When it comes to developing your cloud adoption strategy a mixed business and technical strategy is significant, and that is why we wrote this book—to share experiences and insights on how to integrate business and information technology (IT) decision points as well as offer holistic, companywide considerations in an effort to guide development of an effective strategy that generates sustainable business outcomes! Written from a cloud consumer’s point of view, this book offers cloud service providers insight into how to motivate consumption of their cloud services, while both consumers and providers will learn how to go about developing an effective cloud adoption strategy tailored for their business.

Preface
Written by Pamela K. Isom, Executive Architect, IBM
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Business Influence and Cloud

Having 25 plus years of experience in IT, I have worked with a vast array of executives, business leaders, and practitioners from small, midrange, and large companies that face challenges of varying degrees. I enjoy working with clients, and I really enjoy getting to know the teams so that we solve business problems together and in such a way that identified changes are actionable and easier to embrace. Examples include ensuring that adequate sourcing strategies are understood and put in place within organizations, as well as ensuring that appropriate business technologies are adopted for the right business reasons.

In general, most client business drivers fall into two main categories. First, change to improve business performance. This may as an example involve offering guidance on how to expand global business operations or conduct process improvements. Second, improving efficiencies, which often translates to reducing the costs of conducting business. This typically involves streamlining business as well as IT costs while maximizing service efficiencies. The magnitude of these drivers has bubbled up and down over the years. For instance, both the dot-com and the 2007 economic experiences were prefaced with optimistic spending followed by stringent cutbacks. Now considering the economic recovery, businesses are promoting cautious spending while investing in established capital using strategies such as outsourcing, business partnering, and there is a notable increase in mergers and acquisitions (M&A) to strengthen business portfolios.

In fact, the economic bubble (although unpleasant at times) attributes in many aspects to innovation. I mean think about it; business today is conducted over the Internet using more cost-effective and efficient capabilities such as AppStore services; the use of social collaboration or “social-ware” is more profound in business decision making; mobile technologies have been around but global growth and consumption patterns continue to expand; and cloud computing—or “cloud” for short—is becoming more prevalent for providing core, not just minor, business competencies.
Cloud in Context

Most businesses have heard the term cloud and understand it to mean a business service model that enables consumption and delivery of business and IT services on a “pay for what you use” basis. This capability is enabled through subscription or flat rate service charges, similar to the rates you pay for mobile use or magazine subscriptions, and consumption-based pricing or metered charges, which are more exact charges or up to the minute. Purchasing services in the cloud allows you to invest in assets that are off-premise as opposed to investing in-house. In general, it is less expensive and more efficient to purchase cloud solutions off-premise than it is to outright buy assets that you may or may not use, or build the capability internally. Private clouds are different in that you own the assets so there may be some up-front costs, but there are tangible benefits due to ready-made solutions, economies of scale, and again consumption-based pricing. That being said, you probably are not surprised that the adoption of cloud makes for a compelling business case. Many companies for instance are concerned that their IT staff has been spread pretty thin over the past years and would benefit from “ready-made” solutions that are available in the cloud. Cloud delivery models, although necessary to understand, are not as interesting as understanding the business innovation and opportunities presented with the adoption of cloud computing.

Why the Strategic Emphasis?

I certainly agree with the benefits of cloud and support the use wholeheartedly, but I also believe that you can get even more out of your cloud investments if you strategically position and ready your company for cloud. To me, and this may have to do with my upbringing in athletics, strategy is your combined vision and playbook. You must have a vision, one that others can imagine and embrace, and you have to execute the right plays to attain your vision. In addition, you must evolve your strategy to grow and remain competitive, especially considering that a cloud adoption strategy today requires market analysis and agility to remain effective tomorrow. To prepare for cloud adoption, you might specifically require the immediate discipline of portfolio management and governance at executive levels so that good decision making and
exception handling practices are carried forward into adoption decisions; you may need to strategize business patterns for adoption that include development of a diversified cloud portfolio or stronger business partnerships so that you contain business risk; you might choose to broaden the marketing depth of your CTO so that you, as a company, are more business savvy when it comes to ideation and propelling the use of cloud across your value net; or quite frankly, you might decide to focus on building internal assurances so that members of your highly regulated vertical organization (e.g., healthcare) are trained on compliance procedures and can apply these requirements to guide cloud adoption choices. Whatever your situation, you need to sharpen your readiness for cloud by developing a strategy that embraces change so that you effectively perform now and in the future. In essence, it is not about the adoption; it is how you strategically plan, grow, execute, and maintain the adoption of cloud in your company. One thing is for certain, and you hear this as you read: There is so much more to cloud than technology.

One way to ready your company for cloud is to incorporate cloud into your enterprise architecture (EA)—your integrated business and IT strategy. To provide some context, there are three dimensions of EA: strategy (which is the focus of this book), management and control, and execution. There are numerous ways to depict an EA, and essentially there are four domains: business architecture, information systems architecture (which are applications and data), technology/infrastructure architecture, and governance. Definitions of each domain are provided in the glossary. As you contemplate your decision to adopt cloud, albeit now or in the future, you should consider each domain and incorporate cloud considerations for two primary reasons. First, the value of cloud continues to generate a compelling business case for small and large companies, and as such it is never too soon to begin preparations; and second when you think about the domains it is important to understand that each can be outsourced in its entirety or in part to cloud and therefore strategic consideration is prudent and will make your transition that much smoother. Suppose you are interested in consuming SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) collaboration services because you feel that developing applications internally is too costly and simply not worth the investment at a given point in time. The question emerges: What are some key business considerations for SaaS adoption in your company? For example, are you prepared to intertwine your SaaS applications with your current business processes and applications, and are others willing
Yes, This Book Is Applicable to You

Is this book applicable to you if you are a small to mid-market company or perhaps if you do not have an EA? Yes. Consider the following three points. First, the value and expectations of a cloud adoption strategy are described as well as key considerations such as augmenting your delivery model with cloud that includes dealing with multisourced environments, risk mitigation, financial considerations, and other strategic imperatives such as roadmap development. All of these are business criteria that must be considered to develop an effective strategy, and such insights are significant for all business models irrespective of the size of your company. Second, special considerations for the small to mid-market company are incorporated into this book. Third, if you have a business strategy and if you have an IT strategy, you have some basic EA fundamentals and you will learn techniques for incorporating cloud so that your organization reaps optimal benefits. So read on and
discover how you can ready your company for cloud, and learn how you can enable yourself to make more effective, strategic cloud adoption choices. Finally, if you are wondering how cloud computing can make your business more nimble, differentiate your business, or open new markets the content herein will be invaluable.

Introduction

If you are too tactical (implementation focused) in your cloud adoption pursuits, you run the risk of adopting solutions that temporarily add value with a rate of diminishing returns that is faster than you are able to offset. If your approach is too strategic, you run the risk of developing a strategy that is too high level, one that is difficult to relate to and might not get executed as you intended or your strategy becomes shelfware. What then can you do to guide successful cloud adoption in your company?

Understanding your business classification as well as your competencies (as discussed in Chapter 4, “Identifying Cloud Candidates”) is one example consideration that is critical to establishing a value-centric cloud adoption strategy. Knowledge as to where you are as well as your target state can influence cloud adoption decisions. Listed are some common consumer considerations:

1. Small-medium businesses (SMB) might be more interested in Storage-as-a-Service and at a smaller capacity than larger enterprises.
2. Industry verticals, such as healthcare providers, might lean more toward private or community clouds in an effort to meet regulatory stipulations.
3. Large enterprises are more likely to pay for cloud services on account as opposed to credit card purchases.
4. Value added resellers (VAR) add value on top of cloud offerings in the form of customized services. You need to understand the markup and total costs to you as a consumer.
5. Cloud service brokers (CSB) are likely to partner with numerous vendors to generate the best cloud solution for your company. In this book, the expression CSB, systems integrator, and service integrator are used interchangeably and scenarios are elaborated throughout with descriptions in the glossary.
Consider the following business scenario for a mid-market cloud consumer:

The company decided to authorize designated purchases of cloud services using corporate credit cards only. This mid-market company's business requirement therefore was that cloud service providers allow credit card purchases knowing that it is more common for larger companies to purchase solutions using other mechanisms such as purchase orders because of the larger quantities. A key business discussion pertained to credit authorization and more important, billing services. How consumers would be billed for services in a pay per use model, would charges occur daily to credit cards or accrue on a monthly basis, and when would payments get processed? What exactly does pay per use imply with respect to service charges? Another key discussion was how services would be disabled if, for example, usage exceeded an authorized credit limit. In this particular case, the company negotiated the appropriate activation and deactivation of cloud services with the provider with an eye for maintaining outstanding service levels.

You learn more about this case study in the epilogue; however, a key message for you to consider is that as you go about planning adoption of cloud in your company, you need to establish enterprise business policies (e.g., purchasing standards for cloud services) as well as establish a governance model that requires appropriate parties to engage in the decision making process at appropriate times.

This book, *Is Your Company Ready for Cloud?*, is a first complete guide to cloud decision making for executives and leaders in both business and technical strategy roles. Using practical experiences with enterprise customers, situational analogies, and vignette style business scenarios, this book contains strategies for readying your organization for cloud adoption and explores cloud business trends and consumption patterns. Included are techniques for selecting cloud products and services, and strategies for driving business value into organizations by planning your adoption through the use and/or extension of enterprise architecture (your integrated business and IT strategy).

This book is not an introduction to cloud computing or EA, but rather illustrates the business value aspects of cloud, offering insights to help you the consumer determine which cloud adoption strategy is the most suitable for your business. If you do not have an EA, this book is applicable as you learn some strategic principles that you can embrace to guide decisions such as data center considerations, operating in multi-sourced environments, intellectual property management, and how to recognize and apply cloud business adoption patterns. Example topics include identification and prioritization of cloud candidates and
enablers, techniques for developing an enterprise cloud adoption strategy, business integration, and governance of your adoption for optimal usage of cloud within your company. At times you find contrasts to organizations with and without an EA and the respective cloud adoption experiences.

Cloud-Sourcing and Traditional Sourcing Options

The expression cloud-sourcing is referenced throughout because there are similarities as well as differences in approaches that you must consider. For instance, from a transition planning perspective, if you are accustomed to working with outsourcing vendors, you may be able to leverage those same vendors as cloud providers, which could lead to more favorable contracts along with a smoother transition due to internal acclimation to outsourced services albeit on-premise or off-premise. At the same time, there are differences in cloud-sourcing that for instance require more self-service in the areas of service selection as well as problem ticketing with which you must become accustomed. In essence, you have some advantages to cloud-sourcing if you currently practice traditional sourcing strategies such as outsourcing and managed operations, but there are challenges that you must consider as you prepare your company for a successful cloud experience.

Suggestions for Reading This Book

It is suggested that you read the book from beginning to end, because each chapter builds on the chapter before it, but you can also single out specific chapters to support your circumstances. So read on and let me know what you think, you can contact me at pkisom@mac.com, @pkisom on Twitter, or on my cloud consumer insights blog at https://www.ibm.wm/developerworks/mydeveloperworks/blogs/CloudConsumerInsights/?lang=en. Kerrie can be reached at klholley@us.ibm.com or on Twitter @kerrieh. Chapter highlights are

■ Chapter 1, “Business Value of a Cloud Adoption Strategy”: What is the business value of a cloud adoption strategy? In this chapter, ten expectations are described in an effort to emphasize the significance, relevance, and the impacts of strategy omission.
Chapter 2, “Business Value of Incorporating Cloud into Your EA”: What value is expected by incorporating cloud into your enterprise architecture? This chapter answers such questions and describes the impacts of considering both business and technology to guide cloud adoption decisions. You learn of key considerations for organizations that may not have or practice the discipline of EA and the effectiveness when it comes to cloud adoption.

Chapter 3, “The Life Cycle of Your Enterprise Cloud Adoption Strategy”: This chapter describes the life cycle of an enterprise cloud adoption strategy. You review new additions and/or augmentations to existing EA work artifacts as applicable from a consumer’s perspective. You review examples and approaches for determining key considerations that help you recognize and capture cloud-specific business requirements. And you find specific considerations for organizations that have incorporated service oriented architecture (SOA) into their enterprise.

Chapter 4, “Identifying Cloud Candidates”: How do you go about deciding the contents of your cloud service portfolio? This chapter provides techniques for identifying cloud candidate components (including components within larger outsourcing or managed services solutions) as viable solution alternatives.

Chapter 5, “What About Governance?”: You may have experienced the outcomes of organizations where governance is strong as well as those situations where governance is merely paperwork with no compliance. This chapter provides practical considerations for enabling governance in an enterprise where cloud is a part of the organizational landscape. Because cloud solutions often involve outsourcing, this chapter also provides guidance for governing in the presence of outsourcing.

Chapter 6, “Mitigating Risk”: Learn how to recognize and mitigate cloud adoption risks, including information security breaches, cost overruns, and inadequate operational performance by making explicit mitigations, which are implicit with older alternatives to cloud such as IT outsourcing, time-sharing, and the use of in-house server farms.

Chapter 7, “Planning the Transition”: This chapter provides transition planning considerations and example roadmaps for transformation to cloud with perspectives for the consumer, provider, and integrator. Topics covered include addressing legacy applications, business process transformation, and outsourcing.
Chapter 8, “Financial Considerations”: This chapter provides financial considerations required to build and maintain sponsorship of your cloud business case. This chapter also provides strategies for considering as well as integrating cloud into your EA so that implementation projects leverage the knowledge and guidelines presented.

Epilogue, “Thinking Beyond the Race”: This epilogue provides a summary of the book’s contents and provides suggestions on how to apply. Forward thinking commentary includes cloud business adoption patterns and trends, and emerging business technologies.

Appendix A, “Augmenting Your Delivery Model with Cloud”: While Chapter 2 demonstrates how to incorporate cloud into your EA and Chapter 3 emphasizes development of your enterprise cloud adoption strategy, this appendix provides business considerations for augmenting your delivery model, such as the use of data centers with cloud as well as strategies that you should consider to maintain or even improve your brand.

Appendix B, “Cloud Case Studies and Common Questions”: Additional examples and analysis of cloud solution decisions made with and without the use of EA. This section includes some common questions asked about cloud and provides responses, along with case studies for cloud adoption in small and large companies.

Appendix C, “More on Cloud Business Trends”: Initial discussions on cloud business trends occur in the epilogue. The topic is continued with a focus on innovation and thoughts pertaining to the future of cloud computing.

Target Audience

The target readers are executives (non-IT as well as IT) of companies who are, or will be, making business process automation and enablement decisions. The roles include C-level executives such as the CIO and CFO; non-IT C-level executives; business architects—technical and non-technical; enterprise architects; business process owners; and line of business (LOB) leaders. In addition, the vignette style and practical case studies are conducive to academics (schools, colleges, and universities). Some example audience types that would be interested in this book are
those who make, influence, and/or recommend business enablement decisions including department leaders and delivery teams.
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In the previous chapters, you learned about the business value of developing a cloud adoption strategy and the value of incorporating cloud into your enterprise architecture (EA). You also learned some EA principles that you can embrace to help you determine and develop the appropriate strategy for your company. Armed with an understanding of the value of enterprise architecture for cloud adoption, you are ready for this chapter, which describes the life cycle of your enterprise cloud adoption strategy, an outcome of integrating cloud into your EA. You use the life cycle as your foundation for strategically planning your cloud adoption as well as to evolve your EA to include cloud specific goals, cloud standards, best practices, and project guidance on cloud usage. The focus is “how and what to” incorporate to ready your company for success along your cloud adoption journey. In this chapter:

- You review supporting cloud adoption activities and learn key work artifacts—points of view for documenting details such as your organization’s readiness for cloud adoption and models for capturing your cloud service portfolio. These work artifacts can be leveraged with cloud providers for requirements specificity, and they should be added to your EA so that your business goals are realized through active governance and management using EA.
You discover approaches and techniques for determining key considerations that help you recognize and capture cloud business opportunities so that you can develop the optimum strategy for cloud adoption in your enterprise.

You learn considerations for strategy development relevant to organizations that have incorporated service oriented architecture (SOA).

The life cycle is comprised of six phases, as illustrated in Figure 3.1:

1. Initial Planning
2. Enterprise Capabilities and Cloud Vision
3. Target Architecture and Cloud Enablers
5. Implementation Planning
6. Governance

The following sections examine each phase of the cloud adoption life cycle in greater detail.

Initial Planning

The initial planning phase involves exploration of your business to establish the context for enterprise cloud adoption and produce the initial, high level plan. You should review the existing case studies, such as those depicted in Appendix B, “Cloud Case Studies and Common Questions,” to justify development and execution of your strategy.

In addition to business and IT executives, you should assign an enterprise architect with cloud business strategy and governance experiences as this leadership facilitates the process now and in subsequent phases. Requests for Information and Proposals (RFIs/RFPs) are submitted for budget, planning, preliminary return on investment (ROI) analysis, and
vendor selection criteria are determined. Security considerations are incorporated throughout each phase as is governance.

**NOTE**

At this point, you are focused on determining and developing the appropriate cloud adoption strategy so vendors with synergistic strategies, adoption, and governance experiences are selected.

Key activities in the initial planning include

- **Determine business context:** Your business context helps stakeholders understand the purpose, goals and expected business outcomes for cloud adoption. Adoption of cloud computing must be treated as a strategic choice not a technology or outsourcing choice. Cloud is a huge change in how you acquire and use technology and how you interact and support your employees and your customers.

  Envision new opportunities, new markets, and where cloud computing accelerates the strategic direction of your company.

  Envision an IT infrastructure capable of supporting a rapidly changing business model—one in which IT is not a queue or bottleneck for new business capability.

  Envision a computing architecture in which platform or systems no longer constrain business agility—one in which business solutions could be composed rapidly and deployed on demand to any authorized user on any system, anywhere in the world.

  This is your vision for a powerful new computing architecture. This vision is not about building castles in the sky but rather about a target state for your new computing environment fueled by cloud computing.

- **Describe the business environment, boundaries, and targeted beneficiaries of your strategy:** This is where you get more specific using scenarios and or use cases to describe what will be possible, what will be different, what future business capabilities will be made possible with cloud computing.

  You examine the benefits of cloud adoption and these benefits translate to scenarios, which accelerate realizing strategic imperatives.
You work with key stakeholders to identify, detail, and prioritize use cases for cloud adoption. These use cases are specific and detailed such that all stakeholders see the value proposition of cloud adoption.

- **Determine required stakeholders:** Some lines of business or some business processes will gain greater value of cloud adoption than others. Adoption may create dependencies between stakeholders and processes. Hence, key stakeholders must be understood and identified by key initiatives for cloud adoption. Stakeholders can make or break the success of cloud adoption in terms of their willingness to sponsor the transformation required in organizational changes, governance, vendor partnerships, and possibly technology adoption. Stakeholder influence must be considered along with their ability to motivate and navigate their key influencers.

- **Explore cloud case studies:** Gaining visibility into what other companies have experienced as value, risks, and lessons learned from cloud adoption is essential. This requires working with analyst companies, technology vendors, and system integrators to understand the art of what is possible with cloud. Grounded in the context of actual successes of other companies’ business results with cloud adoption.

- **Establish your approach for developing your strategy:** Making a determination of how the strategy will be developed and realized is essential. Strategy without implementation is worthless as it’s the implementation of the strategy that creates business results. Developing a strategy armed with an actionable roadmap or plan is a requirement. Determining whether facilitated workshops, blogging or social collaboration, or all of the above will be used to solicit input and feedback for strategy development is required. This is where identifying the key stakeholders makes a difference because interviews with each will be required to define the approach as well as defining the strategy. Publishing your high level plan and a clear set of expectations for moving onward to the next phases of the life cycle is necessary.

- **Establish vendor selection criteria:** Understanding your partners necessary to realize your cloud adoption strategy defines key elements of your eco system for cloud adoption. Determining where gaps lie in your current cloud capabilities that are necessary to reach your vision makes it possible to radically improve and implement your cloud strategy. The vendor selection criterion becomes a tool for selecting and maintaining the necessary vendor and partner mix.
Secure executive sponsorship: Identifying and gaining commitment from the necessary executives are fundamental to successful cloud adoption. Executive sponsors must possess authority to make binding decisions and the willingness to exercise this authority. Hence, executive sponsors must be cultivated.

Key work artifacts resulting from the initial planning include

- Business context, which describes the future for your organization in adopting cloud—for example, new business models enabled or new capabilities made possible.
- High level plan, which is more than a Gantt chart. It should consist of a plan of projects along with the expected business outcome to be realized, the project owner, metrics for gauging the success of the project, dependencies and risks that must be managed.

Enterprise Capabilities and Cloud Vision

It is essential that you understand your enterprise goals and objectives. You need this information so that you establish a realistic cloud adoption strategy, and just as with EA you want alignment between your enterprise vision and your strategic vision for cloud adoption so that activities and outcomes add value to your organization. Specifically, you want to understand your enterprise goals and objectives in the following areas:

- New capabilities that the business needs to bring to the market in the next 12 months
- Services or applications currently constrained due to time to market needs
- Opportunities to preserve capital or avoidance of operating expense
- Requirements or needs to provide ubiquitous access to consumers, customers, or devices
- Needs for improved scalability
Factoring in your understanding of enterprise goals and needs into the formation of your cloud vision provides the business context to make cloud computing transformational for your business. That is, the business use of technology changes as technology related business risk is identified and managed; and IT queues get eliminated as a barrier for creating new business capabilities.

All of this requires you to plan for governing your cloud adoption strategy as it ensures appropriate development with proper controls for progression with business continuity, and upon execution governs implementations so that cloud projects are in alignment with your strategy. The introduction of any new technology or technology paradigm shift creates pressure on the organization. Previously, enterprise architecture may have evolved solely to address internal provided technology solutions, and now it extends to address unique aspects of cloud computing in improving agility, enabling new business models, or simply preserving capital investments.

Questions such as the following must be answered during this phase of the life cycle:

- Is your business and IT aligned? If not, can cloud computing facilitate this convergence between business and IT?
- Do your applications and IT architecture support your changing market needs?
- Is your IT environment inflexible?
- How does your cloud adoption strategy support strategic imperatives—that is, your company’s vision?
- How is your company performing today—that is, what’s not working that would make a difference in business performance?
- Does cloud computing make your processes more effective and more efficient?
- What cloud business adoption patterns are suitable for your company?
- Who is accountable for making cloud adoption decisions?
- What is your organizational readiness capacity for cloud adoption?
- How will you ensure that your cloud adoption strategy is realized?
While you might have started preparation of your business case in the previous step, it is most likely that stakeholders require additional information to sustain initial approvals. In this second phase, you focus on understanding your overarching ability to undertake or extend business operations to support private, public, hybrid, and/or community clouds. Approaches for obtaining information include conducting visioning workshops and capability assessments. Pilots and/or proofs of concepts are optional, but highly recommended.

**NOTE**

It is important to recognize that a proof of concept (PoC) is not intended to be a production deliverable. It is generally applied to validate or demonstrate a capability such as a new technology or product feature. A pilot, on the other hand, is usually intended as an early production deliverable and requires change control and requirements management. Experiences show that projects can quickly get out of control when the two are inappropriately applied. For instance, your PoC becomes a production deliverable and you are soon required to manage defects although that was not the original intention, or there is no change control applied to the pilot and it therefore becomes dormant. Be sure to explicitly specify your desired outcomes (i.e., success criteria) and then plan your PoCs and pilots accordingly.

Key activities in the enterprise capabilities and cloud vision include

- **Develop your cloud decision model**: Developing the cloud decision model is described in Chapter 4, “Identifying Cloud Candidates.” This model provides the use cases for cloud adoption based on strategic goals of the business. This model is essential to understand the future state made possible for your enterprise with cloud adoption. This decision model is grounded in the reality of what is possible coupled with the optimism of a future state.

- **Develop your cloud business case and ROI inputs**: The business case and corresponding return on investment (ROI) model should look at a comprehensive cloud adoption versus ad hoc adoption. It’s not easy to do ROI analysis as most companies use intuition or guesswork. You might
also easily spend months or a year doing ROI analysis necessary for business case development. Using the following approach can help:

1. Create a benefit value tree where when selecting benefits (such as those described in Chapter 1, “Business Value of a Cloud Adoption Strategy”) you distill the value drivers for cloud adoption such as capital preservation, increased time to market, new business opportunities, workforce transformation, accelerated time to market, and so on. Scenarios or use cases should be created for each value proposition.

2. Identify the applicable cost scenario for each use case.

3. Calculate the initial, simple return.

4. Assess and select the cost scenario for the second and subsequent implementations.

5. Keeping the benefits constant, calculate the returns for the second and subsequent implementations.

- **Assess your enterprise’s cloud adoption maturity level:** Understanding shortfalls between your target state, your cloud vision, and the current state is essential for successful planning and realization of your cloud adoption strategy. Using the traditional CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) thinking, organizations can easily determine whether they are in the formative stages or optimized stages of cloud adoption maturity. Figure 3.2 depicts this model. This determines what level of assistance is required to move faster or whether the current pace is sufficient. You should plan for improvements and incorporate this input into your roadmap as a natural outcome of this assessment.

- **Conduct vendor selections:** A vendor selection process is necessary to select the partners and vendors for enablement of your cloud adoption strategy. A team should be assembled with a vested interest in the cloud selection process. The first task that the vendor selection team needs to accomplish is to define, in writing, the service, capability, and features required from a partner. This gets further elaborated into a defined set of business and technical needs or requirements. Also, define the vendor requirements. Finally, publish your document to the areas relevant to this vendor selection process and seek both internal stakeholders and vendor inputs. Now you are ready to select vendors.

- **Determine areas to assess to fully understand your capabilities to succeed with cloud adoption:** Figure 3.3 illustrates the cloud capability assessment areas. Customer and market insights provide clarity on the art of what is possible and how other companies are both innovating and
differentiating themselves with cloud computing. Areas where business innovation can occur must be assessed and understood. Are your EA and/or SOA capability where it needs to be for the cloud adoption strategy to be successful? Assessing yourself in these areas provides a baseline for improvement and successful realization of your cloud adoption strategy.

**Outline your enterprise governance strategy:** Governance will be mandatory for achieving the goals of your cloud adoption strategy. This includes defining roles and responsibilities for stakeholders essential to cloud adoption.

Your EA governance processes should be utilized, as EA will be a critical success factor in accelerating cloud adoption. Your governance should include a governing body that can create and manage the following aspects of a cloud computing environment:

- Policies
- Procedures
- Organizational effectiveness
- Accountability and reporting
- Communications
- Standards adaptation

**Secure executive endorsements:** Making sure key executive stakeholders and the executive sponsor are onboard and committed is another critical success factor of your cloud adoption strategy. Establishing steering committees or other mechanism for reporting and regular, timely communication is required.

Key work artifacts resulting from the enterprise capabilities and cloud vision phase include

**Cloud Vision,** which has a vision statement. Examples of vision statements include

- The enterprise cloud adoption strategy is the playbook for cloud adoption at our company. We will use cloud computing to drive revenue growth of 50 billion by 2017 and promote our business theme “Win, Drive, and Innovate through the use of smarter business technologies.”

  Motivation: Business value is maximized through consistent and effective adoption of cloud solutions.
We will adopt strategies that expand business efficiencies by enabling our enterprise to operate more effectively during constantly changing business conditions, with ready access to global markets while delivering enterprise-grade performance and cross-border compliance.

Sample table of contents for your published vision document:

- **Chapter 1: Introduction—Cloud Computing for Our Enterprise.** This chapter introduces cloud computing, identifies the document intended audience, and explains the purpose, scope, and organization of the document.

- **Chapter 2: Context for a Computing Paradigm.** This chapter takes a first look from an industrywide perspective at how cloud computing can help remove IT roadblocks and permit a powerful new approach to creating value and realizing strategy.

- **Chapter 3: Cloud Concepts and Principles.** This chapter provides a canonical view of cloud computing—what it is, how it’s constructed, and how it works; and its value propositions.

- **Chapter 4: Usage Scenarios.** This chapter presents a set of business archetypal usage scenarios to illustrate ways in which cloud adoption can be leveraged for competitive advantage and differentiation.

- **Chapter 5: Cloud Vision.** This chapter is specific to what you want to accomplish by leveraging cloud computing. It describes what is different, new business models or markets made viable. The benefits and value propositions made possible are also described along with any business motivators.

- **Chapter 6: Reference Architecture.** This chapter describes the cloud reference architecture to be leveraged as inputs or created as an output of your enterprise cloud adoption strategy.
Chapter 7: Vendor Eco System. This chapter describes the universe of vendors for helping with the realization of cloud computing.

Cloud Business Adoption Patterns describe the relevance of the patterns described in Table 3.1 to the business situation at hand. Each pattern to be adopted should address the key questions identified in the decision analyses. The answers should find themselves in your published vision document for cloud computing.

Business Case provides the benefits, value propositions and ROI for cloud adoption.

Governance Model addresses the unique characteristics of governing and managing cloud adoption. The model should focus on decision rights and accountability and include processes, policies, roles, responsibilities, metrics, and organizational change suggestions and procedures needed for successful cloud adoption.

Transition Plan describes the initiatives and projects necessary for successful realization of the vision. For each project or initiative there should be a corresponding description that includes project objectives, expected business outcomes ownership dependencies, and resources required.

NOTE

The Cloud Vision document is essential to motivating stakeholders and stating clearly how you expect the value propositions for cloud computing to materialize. You can derive aspects of the vision document by conducting a cloud adoption maturity assessment. Your Cloud Vision document may be necessary for final executive endorsements and to firm detailed plans.
The value of the sale of the assets occurs immediately as opposed to future trades, where value is realized at a later point in time.

Approved cloud business patterns are an integral part of your enterprise cloud adoption strategy.

Business pattern usage can vary per business unit.

### Table 3.1 Cloud Business Adoption Patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business Adoption Patterns</th>
<th>Decision Analyses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>How will cloud service types get distributed within your company or a specific business unit? In other words, what percentage of cloud-sourcing will be Business Process-as-a-Service (BPaaS), Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), or other emerging service types?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broker</td>
<td>Should you leverage a third-party company (e.g., a cloud consultant or service integrator) to make cloud adoption decisions or suggest recommendations for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bundling</td>
<td>Is your preference to buy bundled offerings such as SaaS that is packaged with additional cloud solutions and/or services?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversification</td>
<td>What cloud service types and deployment models make the most sense for your company?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation</td>
<td>Is it feasible to standardize the use of multiple clouds to collaborate to solve your business challenges without your explicit request prior to each occurrence?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebalancing</td>
<td>Will you govern and manage your cloud portfolio such that the benefits balance with solution alternatives and update your portfolio accordingly? For example, shift from IaaS (bottom up) to more BPaaS (top down) or rebalance cloud-sourcing and outsourcing for greater business impacts and to stir innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resell</td>
<td>Are you interested in reselling cloud services that you buy? And if so, how will you manage profitability?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Service</td>
<td>Should direct interactions with cloud providers be permitted for making cloud purchases, and if so, how and for which stakeholders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>Should you invest in-house, outsource, or cloud-source business solutions?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade</td>
<td>How will you handle unused assets due to cloud adoption? Will you sell the assets, repurpose in your organization, trade (e.g., rent out use of assets’ or spot trade)?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The successful adoption of cloud computing increases with organizations having effective enterprise architecture practices. Organizations without effective EA practices can start with the transition to cloud computing. Maturity models have come under criticism and praise, but nonetheless such models provide a tool for performing gap analysis when adopting new architectures or computing models.

Figure 3.2 illustrates common enterprise capability measures that are derived from the Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).1 The model is frequently used for EA capability assessments. By applying the cloud-specific considerations discussed in the next section, you can use this maturity model to determine your cloud adoption capability and develop an actionable, comprehensive strategy suitable for your business.

![Enterprise cloud adoption—Capability Maturity Model](image)

1. **Initial**: EA program is not well-defined and most likely generated solely by and for IT. Projects tend to run over budget and success is nonrepeatable. Company has exploratory or project-specific cloud adoption capability.

2. **Managed**: EA program is forming. There is some manageability and repeatability across departments; however, project compliance in the organization is unpredictable and usually reactionary in nature. Company has departmental and business unit cloud adoption capability.
3. **Defined**: EA program is well-defined, governed, and managed across the organization enabling and generating measurable business outcomes and companywide standards. Project compliance and executive accountability are the norm. IT collaboration is critical to achieving business agility and performance objectives. Company has enterprisewide cloud adoption capability.

4. **Quantitative**: EA program is both qualitatively and quantitatively managed. Quantitative objectives are based on the needs of the customer, end users, and the organization. EA process and performance are managed from strategy throughout project implementations. Company has capability to sense and respond to market demands—a differentiating capability. Company has complex cloud adoption capability that encompasses collaborative partnering and innovation with business partners.

5. **Optimized**: EA program is advanced and continuously improved to support current and emerging business models. Analysis of project data identifies shortfalls or gaps in performance and process improvements. Company has complex cloud adoption capability that encompasses on-demand, dynamic business partnering and innovation.

In theory, the more the discipline of EA is applied throughout your company (whether small, midsized, or large), the greater the opportunity for positive business impacts and a sustainable cloud adoption strategy. For instance, organizations that operate in silos have a lower EA maturity level and are more likely to have a lower capacity for cloud adoption (levels 1 or 2) and smaller business impacts, while enterprise wide capacity is reflected at levels 3 and above signaling business and IT alignment of cloud undertakings along with governance and management that optimizes the adoption across the entire value network (levels 4 and 5), indicating sustained and larger business impacts.

During this phase of the life cycle, you determine areas to assess to fully understand your capabilities to succeed with cloud adoption. The information collected helps derive your target state as well as what is required to get you to your desired state. Figure 3.3 suggests assessment areas.
The enterprise cloud capability assessment areas provide the mechanism to make informed decisions in your cloud adoption. Such assessments ensure a common understanding of your organization’s experiences and business capabilities so that you make informed business decisions. A description of the enterprise cloud capability assessment areas follows:

- Customer and Market Insights are evaluated to determine your capability to anticipate and respond to demands. This assessment intends to uncover whether your organization actively seeks to understand market trends and directions that impact your business and enterprise. Does your organization proactively seek external viewpoints to improve? Keeping a pulse on trends and directions allows your organization to choose its proper path of innovator/leader, fast follower, or an organization that only pursues paths with historical proven track records.

![Figure 3.3 Enterprise cloud capability assessment areas](image-url)
■ Business Innovation is evaluated to determine your innovative talent and practicing skills base. This is essentially an ideation capability and is influenced by your business networks and your ability to partner to create and explore new ideas. Also explored is your process for determining high-value ideas and transforming them into business solutions.

**NOTE**

The relationship between UPS and Toshiba provides an example of partnering for business innovation. When someone sends in a Toshiba laptop for repair, the UPS company is actually responsible for the repairs although this is not a UPS core business competency. The arrangement stemmed from a business relationship where UPS was warehousing the laptops while Toshiba had repair locations across the U.S. The agreement was that Toshiba repair technicians would become a part of UPS. UPS would thereby cut the mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) cycles by reducing the need to redistribute laptops to Toshiba locations across the U.S. for repair. The agreement reportedly saved in transportation and inventory overhead, and reduced Toshiba’s carbon footprint. Your enterprise capabilities and cloud vision should seek to identify partnering to innovate.

■ Cloud Sourcing experiences are evaluated to determine your skills and experiences using external providers to source solutions. This includes traditional sourcing experiences such as service level agreement (SLA) creation, contract management, and transfer of services to and from service providers. The objective is to learn from what works and what does not work in your culture in working with vendors and partners.

■ Service Orientation and Management are assessed to determine your familiarity and capability to operate in a service-oriented capacity. Are you using services and SOA thinking to improve the effectiveness of your business and IT?

■ Enterprise Architecture assessments of your practices include integrated business and information technology architecture and capability. The key components assessed are business architecture, information systems architecture, infrastructure architecture, and governance.

■ Metrics must be identified to enable continuous improvement. Metrics provide a measurable attainable goal and can be used to improve the
adoption approach. The objective is to understand what metrics have been captured in your company to-date and the experience and confidence levels in the organization with measurement programs.

- Organization Readiness assesses your culture and organization readiness for adoption of cloud. Purchasing patterns are examined to determine whether there is a culture of objective based decision making in purchases and procuring of services.
- Products and Services are assessed to determine your core competencies and for tracking delivery of products and services.

### Target Architecture and Cloud Enablers

This phase is a reminder that whether you are pursuing cloud adoption now or anticipate adoption in the future, it is a good idea to update your architecture to include cloud considerations. For example, what are your business principles for cloud adoption? Such principles represent durable statements of direction and guide adoption decisions when the principles have been vetted with the proper stakeholders. How should you govern in a single or multisource environment, and what are your standards for conducting business in virtualized environments? Other examples of cloud considerations are to understand the targeted consumers of your cloud services, their locations, and your potential for new business. The answers to these types of questions form the basis for a stable foundation (your architecture) that all business units can reference and leverage for creating sustained value. It frees your teams to focus on more business critical initiatives such as innovation and developing practices to effectively manage cloud service providers, bringing competitive advantages to your organization. If a solid foundation is not in place, extra work might be required to plug in adopted solutions, which most likely will cause inefficiencies in your cloud adoption.

You are encouraged to select cloud solutions that are business driven. Focus on business processes that might be enhanced with cloud computing, innovated, augmented, or newly formed due to cloud. Your business drivers and processes are reflected in your business architecture (BA). Regardless of your target entry point (SaaS, IaaS, and others), your BA can influence architectural decisions in each of the respective domains to enable any selected entry point, and it helps you determine requirements
for your cloud providers. If, for instance, your targeted business markets (reflected in your BA) are of international scale, you should team with your business and technical teams first, followed by potential providers to ensure that your networks can handle the added capacity in a secure manner and that potential cloud solutions are compliant with regional and corporate regulations.

The following sections provide recommended conceptual considerations and updates to your EA to promote enterprise cloud adoption readiness and consistency in adoption throughout your company. Three areas are explored for updates in your enterprise architecture:

- Business Architecture and BPaaS
- Information Systems and SaaS
- Technology & Architecture and PaaS and IaaS

**NOTE**

High level requirements are depicted in each of the following discussion topics. These requirements influence cloud adoption decisions and are inputs into service and operational level agreements generated during the implementation phases. In addition, the requirements can represent organizational change (people, process, information, and technology).

**Business Architecture (BA) and Business-Process-as-a-Service (BPaaS)**

Now that you understand your business capabilities, and have established a vision for cloud adoption in your organization, the next step is to establish your target BA. This includes your core competencies and strategic business priorities, as discussed previously, where you leverage this information to determine key business events, processes, and opportunities for cloud sourcing. In essence, your BA is a visual, comprehensive representation of your company’s business strategy. It contains all the information discussed and is a cloud enabler. Figure 3.4 illustrates a high level, one page view of a BA. There are minor augmentations to BA when it comes to cloud consumers; however, the role of the business
architect and the use of BA can significantly influence your cloud adoption decisions.

Consider that you decide to use a provider’s platform to support your SaaS solutions. In this situation, you still need to ensure that the appropriate stakeholders (generally reflected in your BA) are able to consume the appropriate services. You also need to ensure that there is an information taxonomy and business information model (described later) that is shared and understood by your organization and can be discussed with your provider so that, for instance, a Sales ID that is used on premise means and is applied as a Sales ID in your cloud environment.

NOTE

A business’s information taxonomy represents a division of a subject into ordered groups or categories along with the logical relationships between them. The understanding of the information an enterprise uses is expressed in a business information model.

If the decision is to adopt one or more on-premise private clouds, understanding your business events and processes (which are elements of your BA) is required so that you know your elasticity needs as volumes are expected to peak as well as hit low points. You are required to communicate these business requirements to your providers (in-house in
this situation) so that they can ensure that the solutions are interoperable, but also to adequately plan to meet your service capacity requirements such as when they can expect and plan automated ramp-ups of server and storage capacity.

Your BA contains information such as business events, stakeholders, business rules, geographical locations, and policies. For example a business policy for key business processes is that there is zero tolerance for provider inaccessibility and system downtime. These influence your cloud business requirements and adoption decisions. You should utilize your BA as a first point of reference in guiding your cloud adoption decisions regardless of expressed entry points. You should review your BA, frequently, with key stakeholders so that it continuously evolves as your business priorities evolve.

In this phase, you establish mechanisms for displaying your BA and cloud opportunities, and you incorporate decision considerations for outsourcing business processes in entirety or in part to cloud. This information is captured and reflected as a part of your integrated business and IT strategy as guidance for cloud implementation planning and development initiatives.

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, business architecture and BPaaS include updating your BA:

- **Document your business competencies**: Review and document your business competencies: abilities, skills, proficiencies, experience, and expertise. That is, essential capabilities necessary for the success of your business.

- **Identify core business processes and events**: Document business operational locations, business interactions, and actors.

  Document the relationship interactions between organizations and business functions across the enterprise using a Business Interaction Matrix. This helps illuminate the value chain across organizational boundaries.

  The Business Interaction Matrix shows several key entities and relationships: business services rendered by business function and/or organization, dependencies, and business service relationships.

- **Capture BPaaS business requirements**: Understand which applications and supporting processes can be replaced with a shift to a vendor-provided application platform. This requires an understanding of what
information can be shared and lives in the cloud and business processes that can operate in the cloud.

- **Review and document business agility indicators:** Documenting the agility indicators for a process is necessary in making the decision on BPaaS. For example, what is the degree of customization required? How often do regulatory changes occur? What is the impact of loss, data security, or non-compliance? Answering these questions helps define the flexibility (i.e., agility) needs of a given function or process.

- **Capture your financial strategy:** This entails defining acceptable BPaaS pricing models for your stakeholders.

---

**NOTE**

Consumability\(^1\) is an example high level cloud business requirements category that focuses on end user experiences. You need to ensure that consumability is not overlooked when making decisions on cloud enablement. Your work artifacts for capturing requirements should include consumability by addressing ease of use and integration needs. You should have standardized business requirements work artifacts of which consumability should be added as a category.

---

Key work artifacts relative to cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, business architecture and BPaaS, include updating your business architecture with

- **Business Interaction Matrix** defining a meta-model of key business entities and their relationships; functional domains, business services, business services rendered by functional domains, organizational boundaries, and the dependencies. Developing this matrix helps in understanding the value chain where aspects will be BPaaS cloud candidates.

- **BPaaS Cloud Adoption Principles** reflecting durable statements of direction when adopting BPaaS. Such principles are vetted with key stakeholders and are used to refine requirements so that they satisfy the principles or suitability of vendor/partner solutions. Principles should pass a simple test of “so what.” That is, if the principle does not have impact or cause some debate it may not be a durable statement of IT direction. The intent of principle development is to avoid statements that
everyone would agree to; that is, statements that do not cause transformation or change are not as valuable or impactful as those that do force change toward strategic goals. Some example cloud adoption principles are listed in Table 3.2.

- **Business requirements for BPaaS**, which might address the types of applications or business processes suitable for BPaaS. Types of applications might be grouped into processes that are not differentiated; vertical applications that are self-contained crossing few organizational boundaries; standardized process models; or applications with few if any real-time connectivity requirements. Business information that must be included is also addressed. Use cases for BPaaS candidates are created along with corresponding user profiles.

- **Agility Metrics**, which inventory by process or functional area and gauges the relevance and necessity of BPaaS. Those gauges could include number of dynamic business rules, degree of customization, geographical variations, compliance, or security.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.2 Example Cloud Adoption Principles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Principles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As illustrated in Figure 3.4, Distribution and Business Support and Management Services represent core business competencies where three known cloud solutions exist for Marketing, Digital Communications, and Human Resource Management. This diagram is elaborated in the next chapter when discussing how to identify cloud candidates. Although cloud services are illustrated in the example BA artifact, you should identify a formal structure for capturing your cloud services portfolio. This portfolio serves as a baseline not only for adoption but also for management of internal and external clouds. You can use the following as a cloud services portfolio template to gain consensus within your organization:

- Cloud service name, which provides a unique identity for each cloud service in your portfolio.
- Description of the service enables consumers to understand the capabilities rendered by the service.
- Business purpose describes the expected outcomes when using the cloud service.
- Service type of BPaaS, SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS.
- Deployment model of private, public, hybrid, or community cloud.
- Owners who have responsibility for granting access and ensuring the continued viability of the cloud service.
- Required enablers describing prerequisites for consumers necessary to leverage or use the cloud service.
- Traceability (optional) shows the business process or component that is being replaced or augmented with cloud if that is the case; this is useful for portfolio management.
- Hierarchy (optional) depicts relationships of the cloud to other clouds; this is useful for workflow orchestration and in composite cloud situations.
- Vendor-specific requirements capturing capabilities enabled by the cloud vendor necessary for the service.
- Industry, which shows whether the cloud is associated with a specific industry.
NOTE

An industry vertical cloud, such as life sciences or healthcare, is often governed by a set of industry regulations. One such example is the Federal Drug Administration (FDA), where an example qualification requirement of providers is verification that the cloud is installed and performs as intended throughout all anticipated operating ranges. In such cases, provisioning and decommissioning differ from a horizontal cloud where, since the services are intended for multiple markets or industries, latitude is given to providers to deploy clouds to your consumer specifications and without compliance to industry-specific regulations.

Information Systems and SaaS

When it comes to EA, information systems (IS) comprises two architectural aspects: Information Architecture (IA), which can be summed up as your enterprise’s data, structure, and standards for enablement and adoption; and the Application Architecture, representing your enterprise’s applications, structure, and standards for adoption and enablement.

SaaS adoption can augment or replace your IS in part or in its entirety, and therefore just as business considerations were discussed earlier, this section discusses information and application considerations for cloud adoption, which relates to SaaS, as sourcing and enablement options must be evaluated.

Information Architecture (IA)

Integration of your business and information systems is required to ensure ongoing value of SaaS investments. With the inception of cloud, boundaries for information ownership and accountability can become blurred, and easy access to SaaS services, although convenient, introduces quick yet inadequately planned adoptions that can result in short-term fixes and an abundance of SaaS solutions that are difficult to manage. A key to success, therefore, is understanding your information and recognizing when it makes sense to source information from cloud.

Figure 3.5 presents a summarized list of some information management and governance considerations that augment traditional IA, which in itself is an enabler of cloud. Each high level requirement, information assurance, information integration, information security, and governance
of information, influences cloud adoption decisions and must be considered both in the context of your company’s BA and upon the auspices of enabling growth and/or enhancing profitability through deliberate analysis of costs, savings, risks, and rewards.

![Figure 3.5 Cloud considerations for SaaS (information and applications)](image)

The following questions help solidify the context of your IA requirements and, at the same time, should be leveraged to stimulate conversations with providers to further refine your requirements and to make selections as to suitable providers. Chapter 6, “Mitigating Risk,” provides additional details. Resolve to answer each of the following questions to solidify your understanding of the requirements for information architecture in cloud adoption:

1. **Information assurance**
   - What information is required to run your business?
   - Can cloud effectively manage your global stream of information?
   - Will the adoption of cloud reduce your sales team’s data quality problems?
   - What are the implications if your provider becomes unavailable or gets acquired by another company?
   - What mechanisms are required to prevent the adoption of cloud from forcing you into counterproductive situations such as you cannot access your own information, or you are forced to continue working with a provider once your contract ends?
   - What are your cloud backup, retention, and recovery requirements?
2. Information integration
   ■ How will information seamlessly integrate across cloud and your company?
   ■ How well will cloud-based information models integrate with corporate information models?
   ■ What patterns are appropriate, self-service, broker, federation, others?

3. Information security
   ■ What are financial implications of information security in the cloud or lack thereof?
   ■ What are necessary changes (organization, procedures, and policies) to ensure domestic and global regulatory compliance?
   ■ What information is qualified to enter into the cloud?
   ■ How will information security breaches get resolved?
   ■ Is information restricted to company employees only (single tenancy) or are multiple companies allowed to view and use information provided in the cloud (multi-tenancy)?

4. Governance of information
   ■ Who will make decisions relative to cloud adoption and how will your company communicate, enforce, and address exceptions?
   ■ What are business policies for on- and off-boarding to and from the cloud?
   ■ Who are information stewards and what are the responsibilities?
   ■ How will you determine what information goes into the cloud?
   ■ Who will own information that resides in the cloud?
   ■ What are required information management and governance tools?
   ■ What is the chain of custody for information in the cloud?
   ■ Given a lack of regulatory or legal guidelines to address data privacy, how will you ensure local governments or bodies don’t have access to personal information in the cloud?

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture, and cloud enablers, include updating your IA:

■ **Create or Update your Business Information Model (BIM):** The BIM contains information to be consumed or shared in the cloud. As your company adopts cloud you are still accountable for your data but may no longer be responsible for it. BIM helps in deciding what data should
reside in the cloud. Such a model contains a framework that outlines how your company will gather and use information for SaaS adoption and usage. Data segregation and data security responsibilities should also be defined.

- **Review and update cloud adoption principles.** Table 3.2 describes a set of principles that can be updated to address principles necessary for IA and SaaS.

- **Document high level information requirements:** Requirements in areas of service levels, security, privacy, and other operational needs must be captured to ensure they are fulfilled with cloud adoption.

- **Enhance governance to address information in the cloud:** Information governance must be enhanced to address cloud adoption: data traceability, managing entitlements and identities for authorized users, data retention policies, data separation, and chain of custody for information are examples.

Key artifacts created in this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, for Information Architecture include

- **Business Information Model (BIM) defining your taxonomy,** where taxonomy provides a view and structure of your information model. It provides a conceptual framework for organizing content so it can easily be identified and located. Taxonomies are typically hierarchical, multilevel, and show the relationships between concepts of the information model. Table 3.3 lists key characteristics and the process for generating a BIM. Levels 0 and 1 provide the highest level of specificity; these levels are conceptual in nature and appropriate for strategic planning of information required for your cloud adoption. Levels 2 and 3 provide lower level specifications and are most appropriate for project-specific cloud solution planning where development of logical and physical data models are most appropriate. Continuity of business alignment is maintained throughout each level.

- **Cloud Adoption Principles for Information Architecture—SaaS** must be identified and vetted with key stakeholders to guide and prioritize requirements or cloud adoption decisions. The intent of principle development is to define statements of directions that serve to break ties or guide choices when making decisions about the BIM or SaaS. These principles become part of a single set of Cloud Adoption Principles.
Business requirements for Information Architecture—SaaS can be compiled using the answers to the questionnaires listed earlier in this chapter. Information as a service requirements should be identified.

Information Governance and Management Strategy addresses the characteristics of governing and managing the BIM in the context of cloud computing. It should address processes, policies, roles, responsibilities, metrics and organizational change suggestions, and procedures that are not represented in your existing IT or EA governance.

Table 3.3  Enterprise Business Information Model Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Presents a high level view of information subject areas important to the business and establishes a foundation from which information designs can progress. Analysis at this level is required to determine and specify which information is needed and appropriate for cloud-sourcing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Depicts a high level statement of the main entities comprising the business subject areas defined in Level 0. Analysis at this level is key to determining and specifying information appropriate for cloud-sourcing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Logical data</td>
<td>Depicts a detailed statement of the entities comprising the business subject areas in Level 0 per further elaboration of the concepts and entities presented in Level 1. Logical models should contain cloud-sourced solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Physical data</td>
<td>Depicts the physical realization of the logical model (Level 2). Physical models should contain cloud-sourced solutions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BIM is derived from BA and represents information intended to be consumed or shared in the cloud.

A subject area reflects a major classification of information valuable to the enterprise per its business context.

**Application Architecture (AA)**

Your company will pursue SaaS not met by your capability to extend business functionality, address new markets, create business outcomes faster, or simply to bring solutions to market faster. The benefits of rapid ROI, reduced up-front investments, global availability, and the ability to increase efficiency of your IT budget make SaaS an appropriate course of action.
It is also possible that you will streamline and preserve in-house applications in an effort to optimize return on legacy investments. EA helps as it provides a comprehensive view of your applications, dependencies, and the underlying architecture where, in most cases, your application portfolio is an integrated landscape of in-house, outsourced and cloud-sourced solutions.

You need to understand and manage your application portfolio, cloud included, and one way to do this is to assign ownership and accountability from both the business and IT organizations. This comprehensive view of your applications equips you to make informed and justifiable decisions relative to SaaS adoption and enabling technologies. Similar to IA and as is depicted in Figure 3.5, four cloud considerations must be explored in the context of cloud adoption:

- Application assurance
- Application integration
- Application security
- Governance of applications

Consider the scenario where regulatory stipulations inhibit sharing of specific company information in public clouds. In this scenario, your IA provides directives and requirements to reflect that some information will be sourced from SaaS while proprietary company information must remain internal. Your AA provides directives and requirements that reflect the need for standardization and strategic direction as to appropriate SaaS purchases, as well as federated security patterns to prevent end users from signing on to multiple systems to view reports for which they have no authorization. This scenario emphasizes the need for an integrated internal, external, and business aligned information systems architecture to enable cloud computing in a manner that drives value and sustainable business outcomes.

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, include updating your AA:

- Create and/or Update the Application Architecture aspects in your EA: Application types or categories that are suitable for SaaS adoption should be identified. New applications that can be satisfied through a SaaS model should be reflected by stating when specific qualities are met.
Those aspects could include shorter deployment time, compliance to service levels not otherwise achieved in-house, ability to eliminate costs, and ubiquitous access.

- **Review and update cloud adoption principles**: Table 3.2 describes a set of principles that can be updated to address principles necessary for AA and SaaS.

- **Document high level SaaS requirements**: Service and operation levels should be captured and understood when adopting SaaS. Determining whether application architecture documentation will be maintained representing the various layers of the architecture may be a SaaS requirement. Understanding APIs available to pull and push data may be a requirement. Service level agreement requirements must also be defined.

- **Enhance governance to address SaaS**: Access to applications should be tracked with audit trails in SaaS models. Secured access to data centers and application level intrusion detection are of the utmost importance. Change management, portfolio management, repositories, retention, and accountability for recovery are some key governance aspects that must be addressed with SaaS.

Key artifacts created in this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture, and cloud enablers, for Application Architecture include

- **Business requirements for Application Architecture—SaaS** should be identified addressing a variety of issues described as follows. AA questionnaires can also be used to capture requirements.
  - Service level agreements: Requirements, escalation if not fulfilled, and of course the types of SLAs (e.g., availability and performance)
  - Integration capabilities describing types of application programming interfaces (APIs) that are available for pushing and pulling data
  - Standards that would be leveraged
  - Security model describing identity management, authentication, and authorization options
  - Exit strategy
Cloud Adoption Principles for Application Architecture—SaaS must be identified and vetted with key stakeholders to guide and prioritize requirements or cloud adoption decisions. The intent of principle development is to define statements of directions that serve to break ties or guide choices when making decisions about the types of workloads suitable for SaaS. These principles can become part of a single set of principles as is depicted in Table 3.2.

Applications-as-a-Service questionnaires should be developed to aid in the principle development and the requirements capture. The IA questionnaire can be used as a template.

Application Governance and Management Strategy addresses the characteristics of governing and managing the application architecture, SaaS, in the context of cloud computing. It addresses governance issues not currently represented in your existing EA governance. Cloud candidates should surface as an output of the governance activities where specific workload types or application types might be most suitable for SaaS.

Technology and Infrastructure, PaaS and IaaS

A significant advantage of cloud computing is your ability to free up IT staff to work on strategic initiatives while nondifferentiating workloads are outsourced to cloud. This is effective whether you choose public or private cloud settings. In fact, according to a recent Computerworld report, a primary reason for NASA’s cloud adoption is to get out of the business of running data centers and focus on its core competencies, which are space exploration. The same is applicable to technology and infrastructure architecture (TA), meaning you can expect your IT software and hardware expenditures to decline considering that cloud-sourced services have better pricing and chargeback features, and you can expect your data centers to shrink in size and energy consumption due to reduced capacity and optimized usage of existing assets such as servers. With this in mind, your strategy should encompass considerations for leveraging alternative, more cost efficient data centers.

According to The Corporate Executive Board Company, there is overall acceptance of private clouds in the industry, with the adoption of public clouds increasing as a natural progression and due to the maturity of public cloud capabilities. Figure 3.6 shares excerpts of a consumer’s data center, the home of technology and infrastructure architecture. The
example illustrates requirements for Developer (PaaS) and Storage (IaaS) clouds, and is a reminder that although sourced from a provider, these services are ultimately the responsibility of the consumer. This requires service level agreements and integrated service management—both topics are discussed in depth in Chapter 6.

**Figure 3.6** Cloud considerations for technology and infrastructure architecture (excerpts)

**NOTE**

Keep in mind that at this phase of the life cycle you are not focused on implementation details, so from an SLA perspective you provide strategic guidelines, such as who should be involved in contract negotiations, techniques for SLA creation, and you provide SLA mitigation considerations. As you transition to implementation planning and know which cloud services are suitable for your specific situation, you provide project-specific guidance.

Following are core technology and infrastructure components relative to private cloud adoption that you should consider:
- **Capacity**: Organizations should be careful that adequate capacity (e.g., servers, storage, licenses) is on-hand to support cloud consumption while controlling hardware and software spend.

- **Cloud Computing Management Platform (CCMP)**: Consult with your providers regarding their cloud computing management platform. CCMP defines the operational and business support services commonly needed for delivering and managing any cloud service. This specific capability augments traditional EA and SOA environments and is applicable for public and private cloud adoption.

- **Networks**: Be aware that operating your cloud from central data centers and over the WAN can add to latency and degrade cloud performance.

- **Virtualization**: For manageability, you should standardize on a core set of virtual images and a common cloud platform.

Referencing Figure 3.6, should your company have a desire to offload IT workloads to a public cloud, you can eliminate a significant portion of your physical assets (as depicted) with the exception of usability and network/connectivity services since these components are required for both cloud consumption and enablement.

---

**NOTE**

Figures 3.4 and 3.6 are deliberate and recommended to discuss strategic cloud opportunities and explore the implications of decisions, such as the scenario just described. Detailed designs will evolve as solution architecture and cloud-specific projects emerge.

---

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, include updating your Technology and Infrastructure relative to PaaS and IaaS:

- **Review and update cloud adoption principles**: Table 3.2 describes a set of principles that can be updated to address principles necessary for PaaS and IaaS. For example, a principle could state that “an exist strategy must be defined when adopting PaaS and IaaS.”
- **PaaS and IaaS Requirements**: Review and document technology and infrastructure requirements. Include reliability, availability, and service-ability (RAS) service and operational levels.

- **Update your data center strategy**: A data center strategy addresses capacity and cost capabilities necessary for an efficient operation of a data center. Incorporating data center best practices that include cloud adoption must be included in the strategy.

Key artifacts created in this phase of cloud adoption, target architecture and cloud enablers, Technology and Infrastructure relative to PaaS and IaaS:

- Cloud Adoption Principles for Technology and Infrastructure—PaaS and IaaS must be identified and vetted with key stakeholders to guide and prioritize requirements or cloud adoption decisions. The intent of principle development is to define statements of directions that serve to break ties or guide choices when making decisions about operational concerns. These PaaS and IaaS principles become part of a single set of Cloud Adoption Principles. PaaS and IaaS questionnaires can be developed to aid in the principle development.

- Technology and Infrastructure Governance and Management Strategy addresses the characteristics of governing and managing the adoption of PaaS and IaaS.

- PaaS and IaaS requirements should be documented, which include cloud candidates for PaaS and IaaS.

**Gap Analysis and Transition Planning**

You have commenced formulating the contents of your strategic roadmap in prior phases, and at this gap analysis and transition planning stage (phase 4), your focus is on reviewing, prioritizing, and finalizing the contents of your roadmap to prepare your organization for cloud adoption.

Gap analysis helps compare your company’s actual performance with its potential. Gap analysis provides a foundation for measuring investment of time, money, and human resources required to execute your enterprise cloud adoption strategy and is often referenced as shortfall.
analysis. Two common shortfalls when it comes to strategic planning for cloud adoption are ongoing training of others on how to apply the cloud adoption strategy and the principles therein across the enterprise and educating stakeholders on conducting requirements and change management in cloud settings. You will find in the scenarios and case studies that many organizations were mindful to conduct training of team members so that they could effectively maintain the cloud adoption. However, a common omission is managing change and integrating requirements management processes for cloud solutions. Both activities are required transition and implementation planning activities.

Transition plans are the required actions to prepare you for change. Inputs into your transition plans are prioritized shortfalls identified during gap analysis as well as information learned from subsequent phase analysis. As with all the other phases, one of the outcomes of your cloud adoption strategy is deciding who should be involved in developing your transition plans. The format of transition plans varies; however, Chapter 7, “Planning the Transition,” provides some examples and discusses the subject in more depth.

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, Gap Analysis and Transition Planning:

- Perform a gap analysis: Assessing what you do well and where improvements can be made is essential to a successful cloud adoption. Table 3.4 provides an example of the results of an assessment.

- Understand change management needs: Sustained success with cloud is essential to achieving benefits. Often this requires an understanding of whether organizational changes are needed, education for key stakeholders, or training materials. Often, organizations must seek outside advice to develop change management recommendations and corresponding actions.

- Develop your Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap: The roadmap provides an actionable, living plan for how to make your cloud adoption strategy come to life. Risks must be identified and corresponding actions taken in the plan to address.

Key artifacts created in this phase of cloud adoption, Gap Analysis and Transition Planning, include
- Change Management Plan, which addresses how people, the organization, moves from its current state to the future cloud adoption state.

- Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap, which describes the initiatives and projects necessary for achieving the described benefits of cloud adoption for your enterprise.

- Transition Planning Report, which covers several items:
  - Updated business case.
  - Candidate cloud portfolio and sourcing models. The sourcing models indicate your cloud-sourcing and other sourcing recommendations, an example is illustrated in Figure 3.7.
  - Cloud vendor selection criteria.
  - Change Management plan.

- Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap.

- Technology and Infrastructure Governance and Management Strategy addresses the characteristics of governing and managing.

### Table 3.4 Information Stewardship Gaps and Recommendations for Successful Cloud Adoption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Summary of Gaps</th>
<th>Recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of consistent, coherent, and coordinated governance with span of control across the organization. Lack of governance at the executive level.</td>
<td>Establish global governance board with information stewards. Realign groups to streamline governance with span of control that includes cloud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of global data quality methodology, policies, communication procedures, metadata, etc.</td>
<td>Establish and enforce global data quality methodology, policies, metadata, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of enforcement of data quality and procedures to address issues. Poor control of data sources. Cloud adoption will exacerbate this problem.</td>
<td>Set and enforce data quality controls and measures, improve and certify quality and integrity of data and management prior to commencement cloud adoption initiatives. Publish guidelines for appropriate use of cloud.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of coordination between governance bodies and regulatory/audit compliance processes.</td>
<td>Ensure alignment of common processes through formalized communication channels and/or shared membership. Add cloud business and technology expertise to the governing body.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An enterprise governance structure with common methodologies and procedures is lacking; enterprise information practice is immature; governance boards at the executive level do not exist.
### Implementation Planning

Implementation planning is the final phase. It is derived from the strategic, prioritized roadmap and is project-specific. Implementation arrangements are made with providers in this phase and contracts signed to commence work efforts. Chapter 7 provides detailed discussions on both transition and implementation planning with practical examples.

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, Implementation Planning, include:

- **Define SLAs and select vendors**: Defining SLAs and selecting vendors is a key activity to realize the roadmap. Preparing cloud procurement plans is performed. Reviewing requirements from prior phases is a key input for the SLAs. Cloud provider selection occurs as a final task.

- **Develop integration requirements**: Understanding dependencies and integration needs as you adopt cloud becomes an input into the planning process.
Refine your Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap: Updating the Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap occurs based on the actual vendors and SLAs agreed upon. Updating the plan with reasonable timelines and identifying key resources are performed.

The key work artifacts relative to this phase of cloud adoption, Implementation Planning, is the updated/refined Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap.

**Governance**

Three areas of governance are addressed in this book, expressly in Chapter 5, “What About Governance?,” and each incorporates cloud considerations:

1. **Strategic direction:** Sets the vision and directs development of the enterprise cloud adoption strategy.
2. **Management and control:** Develops and manages execution of the enterprise cloud adoption strategy; drives and makes updates to EA.
3. **Execute:** Implements the enterprise cloud adoption strategy and communicates experiences and lessons learned.

Key activities relative to this phase of cloud adoption, governance, include

- **Develop the governance framework:** Establishing stakeholder decision rights and authority in terms of cloud purchasing and vendor selection is performed. The communications plans are addressed in this framework. The cloud decision model described in Chapter 4 will be used.
- **Create a cloud reference architecture:** Updating EA to include a cloud reference architecture provides guidance to executives, key stakeholders, or lines of business as to what’s available for cloud adoption in the enterprise.
- **Refine your Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap:** Updating the Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap occurs based on the actual vendors and SLAs agreed upon. Updating the plan with reasonable timelines and identifying key resources is performed.
The key work artifacts relative to this phase of cloud adoption, Implementation Planning, are

- Governance Framework provides the model for implementing governance for cloud adoption.
- Cloud Reference Architecture, which becomes part of the Enterprise Architecture. This reference architecture provides the guidance and direction necessary for teams to successfully adopt cloud in your enterprise.
- Enterprise Cloud Adoption Roadmap that describes the initiatives and projects necessary for achieving success with cloud adoption.

The Significance of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)

If you have incorporated service oriented architecture (SOA) into your EA program, you are much farther along when it comes to developing and implementing your enterprise cloud adoption strategy. As you have seen in this chapter, aspects of EA such as applications or infrastructure can be sourced in part or in their entirety from cloud in a shared services (public or private) capacity. If you are familiar with the architectural style of SOA, you know that shared services are a central theme while the uniqueness of cloud is the dynamic ability to expand and contract resources on demand to fulfill shared service requests and meet your business needs.

Some basic attributes of SOA are embedded in cloud that you should consider when developing your enterprise cloud adoption strategy:

1. Understand your business processes and use this information to guide identification of service candidates. You will follow the same or similar principles to identify cloud candidates. This topic is discussed in Chapter 4.
2. Reuse and share services across your value net as much as possible in an effort to reduce costs and optimize return on investments. The same applies to cloud although sharing is between larger and often unknown audiences, particularly in the case of public cloud consumption.
3. Establish appropriate business patterns. Some examples are the extended enterprise, which can be applied to reflect your company’s representation of a hybrid of internal and external cloud solutions;
and self-service patterns, which reflect your company’s on-demand cloud adoption position.

4. Capture your service management requirements. With cloud, the concept of service management can have even more impact than with SOA if you consider that you can source core business capabilities from the cloud, and often SLAs, along with strong portfolio management, are the only indicators that you might have relative to delivery assurance.

A key point of contemplation when it comes to service management requirements development and negotiations is the criticality of the services that you are cloud-sourcing and the business impacts should your provider get acquired by another company or if services suddenly become inaccessible.

5. Determine whether a cloud center of competency is needed in your organization. Centers of competency provide resources with deeper skill levels in a subject area. These resources are generally sought to validate cloud provider capabilities and help determine the business needs and opportunities for cloud. Some focused skill sets are contract negotiations, product architecture and branding (re-branding is gaining increasing momentum in the marketplace), cloud subject matter expertise, and the ability to manage cloud providers.

Standards

Standards are significant since proper use can drive interoperability and a smoother integration of cloud solutions within existing or target environments. Some standards are specific to your organization, such as your billing or integration standards, some are open and commonly used across industries, and others are specific to cloud providers.

While cloud standards are maturing, it is common to find consumers that insist on cloud capability that can be exposed through Web Services or application programming interfaces (APIs) using industry protocols such as representational state services (REST) or simple object access (REST) or simple object access protocol protocol (SOAP) so that consumers are not bound to a specific provider. Many consumers, for instance, have standards that require exposure of cloud services through their in-house portal. Your flexibility to add new services to your portfolio irrespective of providers, as well as to remove cloud services in
a simplistic, self-service manner is enabled by selecting cloud providers that use open industry standards in addition to ensuring that your in-house teams apply similar concepts.

Following is a summarized list of standards that you should consider for cloud adoption—these standards are applicable to each of the life cycle phases. You will refine this for your specific company needs:

- Corporate policies and standards such as purchasing, chargeback, and budgetary guidelines.
- Industry-specific and/or regulatory standards such as the U.S. Patriot Act and the influence of this standard as to where and how your applications and data will be stored in the cloud. Some international companies, for instance, are concerned about information residing in U.S. data centers because the Patriot Act allows the government to monitor data.
- Standards that enable clouds to consume other clouds with identity management, such as identity federation.
- Standards that promote front-office, back-office, and companywide cloud integration, such as SOA and open APIs.
- Standards that promote simplified, cost affordable movement of applications and data into and out of the cloud, such as open transport protocols.
- Standards that drive security and privacy of your assets, such as audits and assurances, so that once you provision cloud services (for example, virtual machines) your assets are protected, including from your originating provider.
- Service level agreement and operational (SLA/SLO) standards.
- Standards that drive cloud portability so that you can use one provider’s platform today and another’s tomorrow such as Open Virtualization Format (OVF).

Summary

Following a life cycle of your enterprise cloud adoption strategy ensures investments in cloud are meaningful and positively impact your organization. This chapter described the life cycle and provided some practical examples of how to realize the life cycle. The chapter also highlighted the significance of augmenting traditional EA (your integrated
business and IT strategy) with cloud considerations. If you do not incorporate cloud into your EA, your cloud adoption principles, policies, and procedures will become nonstandardized, which will add to a complex, inflexible environment, and issues with a rogue, cluttered, inconsistent cloud adoption might surface. Worse, the benefits of cloud computing will not be fulfilled.

EA encourages you to make holistic cloud adoption decisions that examine both horizontal—across business units—as well as vertical—business process specific—considerations so that you make informed cloud business decisions. EA domains are examined for relevancy and to guide effective integration and enablement of cloud. A high level mapping of cloud delivery models and EA is provided in more detail than in the previous chapter to demonstrate the interconnectivity of EA and cloud. Business domain defines the processes and standards by which your business operates. The information systems perspective defines and classifies data (structured and unstructured), applications, and the standards that your organization requires for adoption and enablement of business solutions. The technology/infrastructure domain defines the hardware, software, and networking requirements. Examination of each is required to determine best-fit cloud opportunities and ensure development of a sustainable enterprise cloud adoption strategy.

Leverage enterprise architects who drive consistency when it comes to cloud activities and in the development and use of business, technical, and security strategies. In addition to your cloud architects and subject matter experts, leverage the skills of business architects. Business and enterprise architects are accustomed to taking advisory roles and guiding business technology adoption and usage decisions. If you have adopted SOA, you are accustomed to applying cloud adoption principles, such as shared services and reliance on service providers for business capability. You most likely experienced best practices and lessons learned that you carry forward into your cloud adoption strategy, such as balancing legacy and sourced solutions. You appreciate that cloud is a complementary consumption and delivery model to SOA, which is not a delivery model but rather an architectural style or solution pattern.

Cloud standards bodies are emerging so instead of providing a comprehensive list of organizations, incorporated in this chapter are some key areas of standardization that you might consider as a cloud consumer and expect from your providers. Examples are portability and
interoperability. Following are some standards organizations or consortia that you may find useful to add to your strategy where in the majority of cases you will consult with your providers on relevance and feasibility. You will modify this list to align with your organizational needs:

- **Cloud Standards Customer Council (CSCC):** An end user advocacy group dedicated to accelerating cloud’s successful adoption, and drilling down into the standards, security and interoperability issues surrounding the transition to the cloud. A focus is prioritizing key interoperability issues such as cloud management, reference architecture, hybrid clouds, as well as security and compliance issues.8

- **Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF):** DMTF’s cloud efforts are focused on standardizing interactions between cloud environments by developing specifications that deliver architectural semantics and implementation details to achieve interoperable cloud management between service providers and their consumers and developers.9

- **National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST):** NIST is a nonregulatory federal agency within the U.S. Department of Commerce. NIST’s mission is to promote U.S. innovation and industrial competitiveness by advancing measurement science, standards, and technology in ways that enhance economic security and improve our quality of life.10

- **The Open Group (cloud work group):** The Open Group is a vendor-neutral and technology-neutral international consortium, whose vision of boundaryless information flow enables access to integrated information, within and among enterprises, based on open standards and global interoperability. The cloud work group focuses specifically on the development and application of open cloud standards.11

- **TM Forum:** TM Forum is a global industry association focused on simplifying the complexity of running a service provider’s business; the Cloud Services Initiative (CSI) recognizes that as buyers start to look at using cloud services there are a number of barriers to adoption. The primary objective of CSI, one of many initiatives, is to help industries overcome these barriers and assist in the growth of a vibrant commercial marketplace for cloud based services.12
Application of the enterprise cloud adoption life cycle, as outlined in this chapter, helps determine the best fit cloud solutions and enablers along with alternatives for your company. In the next chapter, you learn techniques for identifying cloud candidates. In addition, you learn why Sharon made specific recommendations for cloud adoption and beyond for Distributors, Inc.

Endnotes

1. CMMI Overview—generally used as a baseline for maturity models. See http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmmi/.

2. EA maturity models and cloud maturity models are fairly popular, but we could not find a converged model for development of an effective Cloud Adoption Strategy. This chapter highlights the convergence maturity model.


4. Consumability is a necessity for all cloud service types, regardless of whether the adoption is public or private. It is a business requirement that should always be considered when planning cloud adoption.
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